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             The Red Hills section of northern Florida is composed of Leon County, where Tallahassee is located
, and its neighboring counties of Gadsden and Jackson to the west and Jefferson and Madison to the east. The
land is distinctive band of rolling red clay hills that extends for 150 miles along the border of Alabama and
Georgia. This well-written narrative chronicles the history of the region from the time of first European
contact in 1528 through the end of the Civil War, and provides a comprehensive study of this vital section of
northern Florida.

            Recent excavation of the Tallahassee area provided anthropological and archaeological evidence
showing that the Red Hills of Florida were sought out by agricultural Indians long before European contact.
DeSoto fed his army of more that 700 during the winter of 1539-40 from corn gathered within a few miles of
the principal town of the Apalachee. The Spaniards who settled in the Apalachee area during the mission era
depended on the corn for survival and used the Indians of the 14 Apalachee mission in a war of empire
building with the English of South Carolina. Raids by these enemies wiped out the Indians of the Apalachee
area and its mission in 1704.

            In 1818 Andrew Jackson defeated the successors of the Apalachee in the Red Hills, the Seminoles,
and after Florida became American territory in 1821, Governor Du Val planned the town of Tallahassee near
the original DeSoto winter campsite. Farsighted Du Val used a site plan that provide for future expansion.
Farmers were shipping cotton from the region as early as 1820, but the full development of the plantation
economy had to await the removal of the Seminoles. From the 1840s through the Civil War cotton was the
major crop which supported the social, political, and economic growth of this pivotal area of north Florida
know as the Red Hills.
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From reader reviews:

Karen Arsenault:

Now a day people that Living in the era where everything reachable by match the internet and the resources
included can be true or not call for people to be aware of each facts they get. How individuals to be smart in
getting any information nowadays? Of course the solution is reading a book. Examining a book can help men
and women out of this uncertainty Information specifically this The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865 book
because book offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred per cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Andrew Hall:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, small story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not trying The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865
that give your satisfaction preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading addiction all over
the world can be said as the means for people to know world considerably better then how they react when it
comes to the world. It can't be mentioned constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky man or woman
but for all of you who wants to end up being success person. So , for all you who want to start looking at as
your good habit, you could pick The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865 become your personal starter.

Jose Holmes:

That guide can make you to feel relax. That book The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865 was bright colored
and of course has pictures on there. As we know that book The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865 has many
kinds or style. Start from kids until adolescents. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and
believe that you are the character on there. So , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers up
you feel happy, fun and relax. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading this.

Agustin Byler:

Guide is one of source of expertise. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen require book to know the update information of year for you to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the
world. By book The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865 we can have more advantage. Don't you to definitely be
creative people? For being creative person must prefer to read a book. Only choose the best book that ideal
with your aim. Don't end up being doubt to change your life at this time book The Red Hills of Florida,
1528-1865. You can more appealing than now.
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